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HILL-ROAMING IN NORWAY 

BY K. C. P. STRUVE . 
• 

W. F. N OYCE ends his article 1 '· Retreat to the Graians ' with 
the words ' It is good that we can find here . . . not maps 

• but adventure.' That pleasant condition applies also to Norway 
and makes so welcome a change for those mountaineers who are getting 
bored with the ever-growing artificiality of Switzer~and. Though the 
Jotunheimen districts now have very good maps I found few in the 
west coast areas which were of any practical use to climbers, so there the 
mountaineer has to combine climbing with exploration, an excellent 
mixture. 

In 1949 I had a short September ~eason climbing with my son 
Adrian, starting from Elveseter as a centre. We had five days only for 
that place, the first three were wet and we gave the fourth to Gald
hopiggen, climbing from the Juvasshytta. Galdhopiggen is a dis
appo~nting mountain to pose as the top of Norway and it is disfigured 
by two huts on its highest slope, so we slid off the west flank as soon 
as possible, crossed a snowfield and climbed its nearest neighbour, 
Vetlepiggen (7,770 ft.), which at least gave us a short rock climb. Next 
day we climbed Ymisfjell (7,410 ft.) direct from E~veseter, a very steep 
ascent of nearly five hours and splendidly placed for views of the whole 
Jotunheim country; we particularly admired the precipices of 
Skarstind. , 

We then moved on into the Romsdal where no maps at all were · 
procurable. Coming over from Valldal we had noticed two attractive 
snow-peaks but knew neither their names nor heights, but this was no 
bar to climbing them. They gave us a fine day of rock and snow 
combined, with no difficulties and splendid views of ranges and sea; 
later enquiries gave us their names, Ringstind and Finnan, the latter a 
proud possessor of two glaciers. Their heights we estimated at about 
5,400 ft. and 5,700 ft~ respectively. This was an excellent map less day, 
but our last; very bad weather shut down on us and our first Norwegian 
season ended in gales and floods with the snow down to the 2000-ft. 
level. to 

The season of 1950 began almost as badly. We began with Turtagro, 
nearly 3 ;ooo ft. up at theW est edge of the J otunheim and a perfect centre 
for the H urrungadn peaks which rise to over 7 ,ooo ft. This was June, the 
peaks were sheeted in snow and looked most unpromising. We began 
with the Dyrhaugstind (7,049 ft.) which has a very attractive summit 
ridge and should be amusing when dry, but the masses of loose snow 
gave us a lot of trouble and the final 50 ft. nearly beat us with hand- and 
foot-holds buried. Its neighbour Soleitind (6,829 ft.) was easier but less 
interesting, and the giant of the district, the Skagastolstind, was still too 
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snow-covered to risk, as the summit ridge is a very long one. Bad 
weather continued and drove us down to the valleys four days at 
Hjelle on the lovely Strynsvatn, always in the rain, until our departure 
for the Sunnmore district when the sun at last came out brilliantly and 
remained with us faithfully for the rest of the tour. So on to 0ye i 
Norangsdal, the perfect climbing centre with some fifteen peaks to 
scale from the Union Hotel, where the proprietor, Herr Dahl, fully 
understands the ,;vants and peculiarities of mountaineers and seems 
thoroughly to enjoy arranging for them. Most of the local peaks rise 
to over 5 ,ooo ft. to be climbed from sea-level, and because of Scandi
navia's system of taking her day and night in half-yearly instalments it 
does not matter when one starts or returns in the day half-year. In the 
hall of the hotel there is an excellent little map by Priestman of the peaks 
immediately surrounding 0ye but it is too precious to take with one. 

We started off with Slogen, the wonderful needle rising straight 
above the hotel to 5 ,I I4 ft. very steep but no difficulty except for the 
new snow which forced us off the route near the top. This is a most 
repaying climb and took us just four hours up. All these Norangsdal 
peaks start in very unpleasant bush for the first I ,soo ft. or so ; it is 
so dense at times that the climbers' book in the hotel describes one 
mountain as ' rock easy but tree-climbing difficult,' a description with 
which we cordially agreed. But above this vegetation the mountaineer
ing is a joy. Our second climb was on Skruen (5,I98 ft.), the peak with 
broad shoulders which so perfectly closes the valley as one looks up 
from the shore of the Norangsfjord. Though described in the climbers' 
book as ~ long day's work we again took only four hours from the road, 
much to our surprise, but we were greatly helped by the energies of 
two huge bulls which had been taken up to the higher pastures two 
days previously and in their furious passage had quite literally bull
dozed a track th~ough the bush, so easing our way. Skruen gave us a 
glorious day ; we climbed up to its South. ridge by a steep snow-slope 
and then up that long ridge over easy rock like a giant staircase. But I 
would strongly recommend any intending climber of Skruen to ascend 
first by the North ridge, which is steeper and more interesting, and then 
to traverse down by the South. Skruen seems to be less often climbed 
than the peaks nearer 0ye . 

• 

Next came Jagta· (5,225 ft.), straight across the valley opposite Slogen 
but invisible from the hotel. This is the ' tree-climbing ' peak men
tioned above, and certainly the · first I ,soo ft. stumbling over covered 
boulders and ducking under low branches is pretty foul, but full reward 
comes later. Some z,ooo ft. up we emerged into a gently sloping 
snow-filled valley, the Urnedal, which culminates in a deeply marked 
col, the U rnedalskarte between J agta and Risenaasi. We did not go as 
far as the col but struck up to the right over the steep slopes and rocks 
of J agta, so traversing upwards and across to the left till we reached the 
ridge far above the col. Then followed a wearisome toil up over loose 
rocks tovvards a top which ahvays receded till at last the huge cairn 
showed itself; time 4} hours. For me the view from Jagta touched 
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absolute beauty of scenery. One is accustomed in the Alps to every 
variety of views of -ranges, snow and ice and glacier and now and then a 
touch of valley and lake ; J agta has this too ; to north and east and south 
there is a fine vista of mountains, with, to the south, glimpses of the vast 
snowfields of the J ostedalsbree. But where J agta differs is in the view 
to the west. Five thousand feet sheer below we looked down into the 
calm blue waters of the Hjorundfjord and the eye could follow on along 
this lovely fjord through snow-topped precipices away to the distant 
maze of islands round Aalesund and on to the horizon of the Atlantic. 
·It is this perfect combination of sea and mountain which puts the view 
from Jagta above any I have seen in sixty years of mountaineering. 

We descended direct to the col, the last part of the descent being 
unexpectedly precipitous, and sat there in the sunshine thinking that 
the day was yet young and too perfect to end. I looked up at the sno\vy 
summit of Risenaasi and wondered if my 73 years would grant that peak 
as well, if we climbed very slowly. Broaching the subject to Adrian I 
found that his thoughts had been along the same line and that clinched 
matters. We had to traverse the ridge of the col itself, almost level, and 
then to mount some I ,zoo to I ,soo ft., therefore probably two hours to 
the top. Very slowly as decided ; the ridge proved unexpectedly easy, 
the rock good, the snow ditto when we reached it and finally Risenaasi 
was ours in I l hours. This mountain is a striking contrast to its spiky 
neighbours ; a miniature Mont Blanc ~ith so huge a snow dome to its 
summit that it is quite difficult to tell when the top is reached. These 
two peaks make a really fine expedition ; our time for the whole day 
was just over ten hours. 

Our last climb from 0ye was a failure because we relied on a small
scale map lent to us which had practically no mountain details. (Much 
better be mapless.) Our objective was Raana, the route up the Urkedal, 
the peak to be found between the Elandstind and the U rkedalstind 
_and much higher than both, evidently quite easy to identify. We 
turned a corner of the Urkedal and saw the Elandstind certainly, the 
Urkedalstind probably, and between them a still higher peak which 
must be Raana. So I took this in face and at once found myself 
involved in· very slabby couloirs growing ever steeper and ending in a 
dangerously steep snow couloir of very shaky snow ; this brought us on 
to a narrow summit ridge of vvhat was certainly not Raana and showed us 
that peak cut off from us by splintery precipices. There was no time 
to try to reach it by a long and very doubtful descent ; I had to extricate 
the party by some better way down than that of the ascent ; this 
luckily I found, but Raana was lost. The mistake was then explained; 
there was a col between the Elandstind and the U rkedal range whic_h 
was not shown in the map ; if we had known of this col we should have 
crossed it and seen Raana beyond, but Raana was not visible from the 
valley and so we attacked the highest peak we could see. So we got our 
map less adventure but failed in our objective ; a pity, as Raana is a fine 
peak. 

From 0ye we went by steamer down the Hjorundfjord to Aalesund, 
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often as vve went looking back on J agta and Risenaasi which showed up 
all the way, changed steamers at Aalesund and so to Aandalsnes where 
we. based ourselves on the excellent Park Hotel. Still no maps, but 
for our first peak> the well-knovvn Romsdalshorn, we were accompanied 
by that fine mountaineer A. Randers Heen of Aandalsnes. The 
Romsdalshorn has a great reputation as having no easy route. The 
usual route is up very steep good rock, exposed at times and with two 
decidedly stiff pitches ; these made the only occasion for using the rope. 
The actual climb is very short ; from the nearest road to the summit 
took us just under four hours of which only about half was real climbing. 
The top is unexpectedly broad and holds a small hut ; Heen carried up 
a young currant bush and a rhubarb plant which he planted close to the 
hut as an experiment. It was an unlucky expedition for me as on the 
upper difficult pitch I overreached badly and paid for it with an internal 
strain which made the rest of the climb very painful and the 
long descent to the nearest road a nightmare. But we had a good day 
and it was satisfactory to have climbed one of Norway's most famous 

• mountains . 
I took the next two days to recover, but on the second day Adrian 

-vvent off by himself and took in his stride those two conspicuous 
pinnacles Bispen and l{ongen, a fine day's work. The next day I 
announced myself fit for a last expedition, callously ignoring my com
panion's long climb yesterday. We started for the Trolltind but after 
the long grind up to the col, which has to be passed before the peak can 
be seen and has to be approached over horrible scree&, I shied away from 
the long traverse over more and more of these screes and we turned 
right to attack the Breitind. This mountain which we estimated to be 
about 5 ,6oo ft . high is a huge thing, as its name implies, shaped like a 
vvriting-desk with four precipitous sides, the sloping part of the desk 
filled by a snow-field and the extreme right-hand corner of the summit 
ridge occupied by a cocky little summit of piled rocks which give a 
final pleasant scramble. We climbed by a steep snow slope and 
upwards across the long top ridge ; from the summit one looks down 
sheer s,soo ft. into the Rauma Valley. Descent by the West ridge, which 
gave a scramble by keeping rigidly to the crest of the rocks. 

Heen has published a very good guide for climbers in the Romsdal, 
. with marked routes on photographs, and I think he intends to have an 
edition published in English, which 'vill be of the greatest value for there 
are some fourteen peaks to be climbed from Aandalsnes, not counting 
all the subsidiary points on the Trolltind and the Vengetind. 

Looking back on the Breitind as we descended I thought what a neat 
close ·to my climbing career it 'vould make. For my first snow peak 
was the Zermatt Breithorn, climbed 'vith the late E. C. Oppenheim in 
I 89 I, and these two synonyms would make appropriate supporters at 
each end of the -long list in bet\veen. Well, perhaps. 
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